ART. III.—Roman sites on the Cumberland coast,
1966-1967. By R. L. BELLHOUSE, B.Sc.
Read at Derwent College, York, July 4th, 1968.
Part I. The examination of Tower 12a and
Milefortlet 12.
Part II. The Problem of Bowness-on-Solway.
N planning this paper I had in mind two purposes;
first, to bring up to date the results of fieldwork and
excavation on the Cumberland coast, and secondly,
to attempt a synthesis of many lines of thought about
problems in the Bowness area, mainly those of coastline change and the "long" mile from MC 8o to MF I.
This second part of the paper was to be an appendix
to the first part, but in spite of good intentions my
thinking aloud on paper took a direction, and
developed, along lines I had not foreseen. If the tail
appears to be wagging the dog I am content to let
it do so because there is much scope for discussion
concerning the end of the Wall as well as scope for a
programme of intense fieldwork and excavation in
quite a limited area around Bowness.

I

PART I.
The sites identified from surface indications in 1963
and reported in CW2 lxvi 38 f. as Tower 12a and
Milefortlet 12 have now been examined. With the help
of Anthony Whitehead and friends the work on Tower
12a was done at a time which would allow me to see
the final stages of the Maryport excavation and attend
the Society's Centenary Celebrations, all during one
visit from Lincoln, my present home.
For some time my thoughts had been concerned
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with the problem of sea and wind erosion on the
Cumberland coast since Roman times. My papers in
CW2 lxii and lxiii gave partial answers to some
questions, viz.: the coast has not changed much and
milefortlets may be invisible from the air because of
levelling of rampart and ditch soon after construction.
The lack of identification from the air on boulder-clay
sites is understandable. Two milefortlets only have
been photographed, no. i Biglands and no. 9 Cardurnock, both on sand and gravel sites. Trial pitting on
the measured position of Milefortlet 13 in 1956, a sand
and gravel site, revealed no trace of Roman work and
so the possible effects of wind erosion since Roman
times had to be assessed. The new evidence from Tower
12a gives one answer : wind erosion on sandy sites
was a problem to the Romans.
Tower 12a.
Work began on Tower 12a on 31 August; the site
is an isolated hillock of sand rising to a height of 10 ft.
above the ridges of raised beach visible in places hereabouts. The slope of the hillock is a little steeper to
the south-west and a little flatter to the north-east.
Apart from surface features, the expected gravel and
pieces of red sandstone over the crown of the hillock,
we could see two parallel shallow hollows at right
angles to the axis of the system (i.e. the line joining
the site to Milefortlet 12 and Tower 12b), indicating
the possibility of stone robbing. Our first trial was
placed where we thought the north wall might have
been; at a depth of 3 ft. we found grey foundation
clay and to one side the black sand of the occupation
level inside the tower. Our next task was to measure
13 ft. towards the expected position of the south wall
and dig a similar trench. However, this measurement
took us down the rather steep slope on the south-west
side and led us to think that part of the tower might
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have fallen away. This was proved to be so when we
opened a further trench, hoping to find the west and
east side of the tower. At the south-west corner,
Anthony Whitehead uncovered a mass of small cobbles
seen as a steeply sloping pile against the foundations.
Meanwhile, work continued on a trench laid out to
expose the east wall ; here it was soon clear that the
trench ran along the centre of the wall and showed
clay and cobble foundations with substantial remains
of wall core in situ, consisting of split cobbles set in
lime and grit mortar. No facing-stones or remains of
the tower doorway were seen, but a sort of pathway
of flat shore-stones about hand size (like the rampart
walk of Milefortlet 22, CW2 lxiii 144) nicely laid but
only twelve inches from the surface, and separated
from core remains below by humose sand. We cleared
an area 4 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 6 in. outside the tower close
by the north-east corner and found beneath a foot of
brown humose sand some stone lying on sandy gravel,
which itself lay on a thin black occupation deposit.
Below was clean sand. All the pot except the first rim
came from the black level. We did not enlarge this
area because it was abundantly clear that rabbits had
burrowed extensively all round the tower and left
only patches of occupation levels undisturbed.
The east wall was traced towards the south and the
colour of the clay of the foundations changed from
grey to yellow, we were about to resolve the problem
of the south wall; it had indeed collapsed in Roman
times for we found foundations for a new wall skilfully
married to the old on a line which gave a tower with
overall dimensions of 19 ft. by 14 ft. 6 in. Yellow clay
had been used for the repair, obviously from a different
source from the original grey clay. I carried out
mechanical analyses on these samples of clay with
results tabulated below :
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Tower 12a.
1. Yellow foundation clay — rebuild.
Sand . 21.2%
29.2%
Silt
.
Clay • 49.6%
2. Grey foundation clay — original.
Sand . 41.6%
22.8%
Silt
.
Clay
.
35.6%
3. Grey clay from Milefortlet 12 rampart base.
Sand
40%
24%
Silt
36%
Clay
The close comparison between samples 2 and 3 is
very interesting since it suggests a common source
of clay as one might expect for a properly organized
large-scale building project. Sample 1 is the odd one,
perhaps supply of the original grey clay had ceased,
or the source had been forgotten when repairs were
needed.
We have nothing to date the repair, only the strong
hint from Tower 15a that, on the return of the Army
in A.D. 158 to the Wall and the Cumberland coast,
orders were given for the towers to be repaired, closely
followed by further orders for their demolition. The
choice is either, repair between A.D. 122 and 140 on
the assumption that the tower was fully rebuilt, or
repair in 158 followed almost at once by demolition.
The impression I gain from the remains leads me to
favour the latter alternative; stone robbing was very
thorough, as one would expect if a construction gang
had salvaged dressed stone for re-use, protected new
foundations on the windward exposed south-west
corner with wall core, and then received orders to use
the dressed stone elsewhere.
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Here then is clear evidence of the serious effects of
wind erosion during the Roman period. Only the
protective layer of gravel and stone chips resulting
from demolition spread over the site had prevented
the blowing away of all fine material and exposure
to the very foundations.

TOWER 12A

0

5

10

SCALE OF FEET

20
RI.B

FIG. I.—The repaired tower, the new foundation is shaded.

Tower 12a detail.
Clay and cobble foundations were not so well made
as in other towers examined in the coast series; the
cobbles were smaller than usual, more grey clay seems
to have been used with little evidence for alternate
layers of clay and cobbles as noted elsewhere. On the
north side the foundations were 3 ft. 4 in. wide and
about 3 ft. in depth, the new work on the south side
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was 3 ft. 6 in. wide and 3 ft. deep. The occupation
level within the tower as seen in the section across
the north wall was interrupted at the edge of the
foundations and at a level above which would allow
for two average courses of masonry full width as in
Tower 16b. The tower had no floor, only black
compacted sand and no signs of the sort of disturbance which would show that a paved floor had been
taken up.
In years to come the recording of detail such as
this will be significant in any attempt to allocate towers
to different working parties. On the Wall, variations
in the treatment of the turret footings and offsets
give the clue to different building gangs. Doorway
and platform positions likewise will have meaning,
although, unfortunately, on the coast they may prove
impossible to determine except by inference. The
evidence is slowly accumulating and it will be worthwhile before very long to set down a summary of
tower features because there is already enough detail
to suggest the activities of at least two working parties.

The finds.
Professor Birley examined the sherds and commented "There was nothing out of place for a purely
Hadrianic deposit, and nothing later than A.D. 140."
Thus Tower 12a takes its place with others in the first
Wall period, Ia.
Rim fragments.
1. Smooth light grey fabric. Gillam's type 116,
A.D. I25-150.
2. Grey gritty fabric, black polished surface.
Gillam's type 122, A.D. 125-160.
3. Grey gritty fabric, rather worn, but like Gillam's
type I16, A.D. I25-150.
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Wall fragments.
4. Three pieces, grey gritty fabric, latticed, matching 3 above.
Two
pieces, dark grey gritty fabric, black
5.
polished surface, matching 2 above.
6. One piece of amphora. Undateable.
7. Three pieces, thin-walled storage jar in orange
fabric. Probably Gillam's type 27, A.D. 8o-13o.
8. Two hobnails.
Milefortlet 12 : Blitterlees.
Exactly a year later we returned to the remains of
Milefortlet 12 ; I say remains because I did not expect
to find much more than the previously identified turf
of the rampart, but at least, if sand and gravel winning
during the war years had not already removed part of
the fortlet, we might hope to determine the effects of
wind erosion and hence explain by natural agencies
the disappearance of Milefortlet 13: Wolsty (CW2
liv 47) . While the visible remains of turf-work, because
of their extent, were more likely to be part of either
north or south ramparts rather than east or west, we
could only attempt to section the rampart on the line
of the axis of the system and hope to identify the
inner toe. We were encouraged to think that the rather
steep south-facing exposure of rampart was the result
of gravel digging continuing to a point where clay
from the sandy turf-work was beginning to contaminate
the gravel and then ceasing. Consequently we felt this
exposure could be part of the south rampart and our
first task was to trace the rampart base along the
exposure and then to section the turf. This part of the
work was not easy because of the stems and roots of
gorse, which had first to be grubbed up, and the steep
slope of the ground. The rampart base was a clay
spread 3 to 6 inches thick, heavily iron stained; in
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places it lay on clean sand, elsewhere on made ground,
indicating that the site had been levelled by "cut and
fill". We traced the highest identifiable part of the turfwork and found it to be 8 ft. above the base and still
8 ft. below the summit of the all-concealing sandhill. For our section we chose the south-east slope of
the hill where there was less sand above, and where
surviving rampart was thinner, even so our trench
was 5 ft. deep in clean sand when we proved the
inner toe of the turf by finding a spread of gravel about
5 in. thick on clay. On this we found two pieces of
the typical Hadrian-Antonine black latticed coolingpot and a piece of Skiddaw slate. Slate is interesting in
this context as indicating the type of roof. So far none
of the towers examined has produced either slate or
tile, or nails, so that we just cannot say if they were
roofed, or even had an upper floor of timber. Slate was
used for roofing at Beckfoot and in the vicus at Old
Carlisle (CW2 lix 3o) .
Measurement showed the rampart base to be 28 ft.
wide. It was not possible to define or measure the slope
of the rampart. Water was a problem here, ponded
below ground by the foundation clay, it caused slips
in the trench sides.
We attempted to expose more of the gravel floor
by trenching to the north-east and south-east, but
within four feet the gravel faded out into clean sand
in both directions. Trenching to the north-west was
out of the question because the slope of the dune within
a few feet increased the depth of sand over the floor
to io ft. Mr. Alan Wise of Silloth joined us and dug
with a will; he made an equally valuable contribution
to our understanding of the site by explaining the
extent and manner of gravel working and the partial
restoration of the area during and since the war years.
We were more certain now that wind erosion had taken
away most of the milefortlet and that surviving
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features were out of our reach beneath many feet of
sand. Referring to the internal dimensions of Milefortlet 5 Castlesteads (CW2 xlvii 85) which in period I
were 128 ft. by 95 ft. with the long axis on the axis
of the system and allowing for the possibility that
the fortlet had been square (cf. Milefortlet 1 Biglands,
CW2 liv, plate I, i, facing p. 36) we sought the lowest
point on the north side of the dune where a pit would
be within the fortlet and close to the north rampart.
Levels showed that in the grassy hollow, where we
finally chose to dig, we could expect to find traces
at a maximum depth of 5 ft. 6 in. from the surface.
We marked out a pit 5 ft. square and dug through
featureless sand to a depth of 6 ft. Mr. Wise dug down
another 3 ft. in one corner and then probed a further
2 ft. In this way we explored a thickness of II ft. of
clean featureless sand, and found nothing.
Mr Wise's final contribution to the work was to dig
a line of exploratory pits round the south-west face
of the dune to find the point where turf and grey clay
petered out. His efforts confirmed our fears that
practically all the west rampart had disappeared.
I have attempted a sketch plan of the area to show
the recent man-made disturbances and the present
areas of wind erosion in relation to an idealised outline
of the rampart of Milefortlet 5 (Fig. 2) . The investigation provided ample proof that wind alone could
destroy all traces of turf-work and gravelled levels :
anything loose, light and dry would readily blow
away, anything heavy like stone pottery and iron
would sink to the lowest levels of the advancing erosion
pit and be engulfed by later accumulations of sand.
This cycle is to be seen hereabouts today. That wind
erosion was a problem in the 2nd century is confirmed
by the damage to Tower 12a; at the same time there
is evidence of sand blowing into the towers and the
preservation of the rampart of Milefortlet 12 to a
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height of 8 ft. strongly suggests overblowing soon after
its construction. The piece of pot rim and the nail found
in 1963 near the top of the rampart suggest the presence
of a wooden watch-tower and I regret that neither
time nor the great thickness of sand allowed us to
investigate this point.
MILEFORTLET 12 BLITTER.LEES

1

FIG.

HOLLOW

z.—Sketch plan of the area round the remains of Milefortlet
Not to scale.

12.

Not enough of the milefortlet has survived to enable
us to say whether it was "long", like Cardurnock or
square like Biglands, but for comparison purposes we
can look at some of the features recorded along the
south rampart of Cardurnock; in period I there was
red clay flooring behind the east end of the south
rampart, 3o ft. 6in. by 7 ft. wide by 9 in. thick, very
uneven and much burnt, probably a cooking area.
Towards the west end was an irregular pit with a drain
through the rampart, suggesting a latrine or wash-
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house. Our work discovered neither of these features
so our view of the remains may be from some point
about halfway along the south rampart. In period II
the fortlet was reduced in size without alteration to
the south rampart; in period III, 52 ft. of the outer
face of the south rampart was cut back and refaced
with whiter turf. We saw no comparable repairs, but
wondered how our rampart width of 28 ft. compared
with others. I set down the few measurements we have
from the coast series :
Cardurnock, original dimensions :
Width of turf-work at base :
North
29 ft.
South
25 ft.
West
25 ft.
•
East
21 ft.
Brownrigg, Milefortlet 22 (CW2 lxiii 143).
North
.
31 ft.
Biglands, Milefortlet 1 (CW2 liv 35) .
East
3o ft. (If the axis of
the system here were north to south, not east to
west, this would strictly be the north rampart.)
We may conclude from these measurements that
our south rampart is virtually full width, and that if
any refacing had been done we should surely have
seen it. In the absence of other evidence it seems safe
to record Milefortlet 12 as in use in Wall period IA,
but not in later periods, and to note that blowing sand
must have begun to cover the site sometime during
this period for so great a thickness of turf-work to have
been preserved.
I must thank all those who helped in this work;
Mr Brian Ashmore for approaching the Silloth Golf
Club on my behalf for permission to dig, and Mr
Chambers, the green-keeper, whom we were able to
convince that none of our work would in any way
interfere with devotees of the Game.
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PART II.
BOWNESS AND THE COASTAL SERIES.
The schedule of coastal sites in Professor Birley's
Research on Hadrian's Wall still provides the clearest
exposition of the probable full extent of the coast
patrolling system. Little revision is needed to bring
it up to date ; certain sites may now be written in as
proved, others may never be found, e.g., in spite of
extensive fieldwork west of Bowness, I have not found
any traces of Milefortlet 2 North Plain or of the missing
towers ob, Ia, lb and 2a, the discovery of which would
complete the system between Bowness and Milefortlet
5 Castlesteads. It seems appropriate at this time to
consider what I call the problem of Bowness, i.e. the
position of Bowness fort in rela tion to the Wall series
of MC and turrets on the one hand and the coast
series MF and towers on the other. It was suggested
to me as long ago as 1954 that I should have considered
numbering the MF on from MC 8o at Bowness, thus
MF 1 Biglands becoming MF 81 and so on. At that
time the writers of the Cardurnock Report (CW2 xlvii
123) , having tentatively connected the building of
MF 5 with a later phase of the building of Hadrian's
Wall in and after A.D. 128, I saw no point then in
publishing a revised system of numbering which would
suggest a misleading continuity in the early turf wall
MC and turrets and supposed later MF and towers
especially since there appeared to be discrepancies in
the very first three miles after Bowness which seemed
to imply the completion of the Wall, ending at Bowness
Fort, and then the subsequent laying out of a new
system whose starting point, measuring back from
MF 1, seemed to be either somewhere outside the west
rampart of Bowness Fort, or even perhaps a terminal
turret on a short length of Wall from the north-west
corner of the fort down to the Solway shore.
F
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However, the weight of evidence is on the side of
continuity, that the MC-MF system was continuous
and that the coast series was laid out with the Wall
system. The extent of post-Roman changes in coastline west of Bowness and the unconfirmed position
of MC 8o somewhere under the fort present real
difficulties, but there are a number of considerations
which I think are worth setting down at some length.
Bowness is clearly a turning point in the Wall
system; accepting that it is usual for one axis of Wall
forts to lie on the line of the Wall, then the highest
point in the village may well mark a turning point
and the direction of the new alignment to the west
might be the one indicated by the long axis of Bowness
Fort. This is an important point since it may show
us the general line of the coastline in Roman times
west from Bowness and guard us from postulating
too many lost zig-zags in the coastline in order to fit
missing towers, and possibly one extra MF, into the
awkward distance of more than one statute mile
between the probable position of MC 8o under the
fort and MF z Biglands. The line of the Wall between
Drumburgh and Bowness is particularly interesting
because it shows just the sort of abrupt changes in line
to suit the ground that we may yet have to attempt
to reconstruct for the ground to the west of Bowness.
Furthermore we can carry out a measuring exercise
on the 6-inch O.S. sheets and check the positions of
MC and turrets to see how they conform to the normal
540-yard interval unit and to discuss whether any have
been moved to stronger sites at turning points. The
milecastles are 76, 77, 78 and 79 and the turrets are
76a, 78a and 79b. The new O.S. map of Hadrian's
Wall shows all these features as well as others in italic
letter, i.e. T 78b, T 79a and MC 8o to indicate that
they "are presumed, or cannot be plotted with
accuracy".
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[Reference to original sources as a proper basis for
the exercise discloses a lack of site plans : CW2 xxxv
217, "Kirkland milecastle, 78, is partly in field no.
1753 and partly in field no. 1755". I bidern "Having
located a milecastle, we sought a turret. The choice of
79b was dictated partly by its accessibility in the grass
field (No. 1340, C xiv 4), ..."]
However, on the 6-inch sheet NY 26SW, the basis
of this exercise, the positions of Milecastles 78 and 79
and Turret 78 are clearly marked with the usual
symbol. From the Wall map we can draw in T 79b
close to the north-east corner of field 1340 and the
presumed turrets at the obvious turning points at
Fishers Cross 78b and west of MC 79, 79a. The
position of MC 8o, Bowness, as I have said is unknown.
I think we may expect it to have been sited on the
highest point of the Bowness headland as clearly was
its successor Bowness Fort, and thus to place it on
the scarp at the north end of the Fort's short axis.
The schedule of intervals, starting from MC 78 as
scaled off the 6-inch O.S. sheet works out as follows :
MC 78
01
T 78a 154o 1 5000
T 78b 1840
MC 79 162o J
T 79a 1200
T 79b 156o } 5000
MC 8o 2240 J
The first fact which emerges is that we have two
mile lengths of 5,000 ft., only 140 ft. more than the
ideal 4,860 ft., and the second is that turret intervals
vary. (See R. G. Collingwood's schedule of Wall
structures, CW2 xxx rob f., for turret intervals elsewhere.) Bearing in mind the inaccuracies inevitable
in marking sites and scaling distance on the 6-inch
map, the variations are comparatively small and are
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such as one would expect from measuring on the
ground by deliberate pacing. What is quite clear is
that the almost right-angled turn in the line by Fishers
Cross must have been made a turret position, 78b, by
increasing the interval from 78a to 1,84o ft. From
Fishers Cross to MC 79 is the correct distance of 1,620
ft., but only 1,200 ft. on to the presumed turning
Turret 79a, an average interval to 79b and an extra
long one to MC 8o, this last perhaps the most
difficult to explain until one realizes that had the last
interval been the normal 1,620 ft. MC 8o would have
been placed in the lee of the headland, a weak position
with no view to the west. There are further considerations which may be significant here; it seems to have
been the rule on the Wall not to place milecastles at
major turning points. A few occur at minor turns, but
nevertheless the actual turn seems to have been made
at one side or the other of the milecastle so that, in
fact, their axes coincide with the wall alignment either
before or after the turn. MC 79 is an exception, but
the turn here is very small. MC 78 illustrates my point
very well for it lies on a short length of Wall between
two turns. Application of these rules surely confirms
the assumed position of MC 8o; after the turn at
T 79a there is a realignment near Millend, another by
Rampart Head, which swings the Wall on to the last
major alignment, and then must come MC 8o with
its axis on the new line. One would think that, having
put turrets at turning points, the other turrets could
then have been resited to even out the distances. However, we cannot tell the state of the ground in the
early 2nd century and so we must equally credit the
Wall builder with sense enough to shift turrets to avoid
impossible ground, and sense enough to choose a good
position for MC 8o on the crown of the headland.
Westward from Bowness begins the coastal system
of milefortlets and towers still sited at approximate
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intervals of 54o yards. MF i Biglands lies at a scaled
distance of 5,50o ft. from the assumed position of
MC 8o, that is to say it is a "long" mile, but how
long ? Generally Wall-miles are very close to 4,860 ft.,
as demonstrated for the last two miles of 5,000 ft.
However, there is wide variation in places. A quick
check with dividers on the O.S. map of the Wall
suggests at least eight Wall-miles of about 5,000 ft.,
and a number of short miles. RHW 102 quotes
examples — mile 38/39 is only 1,529 yards (4,587 ft.),
mile 42/43 not quite 1,50o yards (4,50o ft.), but mile
39/40 is 1,806 yards (5,418 ft.), and 40/41 is 1,85o
yards (5,55o ft.). So the first coast mile of 5,50o ft.
is not unique; if it had been very much longer there
would have been a case for trying to fit in an extra
MF and two short miles on a bulge in the coastline.
Local evidence as well as the direction of the long axis
of Bowness Fort is against such a bulge.
There is a better case, however, for just such a
bulge to accommodate MF 2 North Plains. Without
it coast miles 2 and 3 are short, 4,275 ft., shorter even
than the two short Wall-miles mentioned above. Arcs
of normal Wall-miles struck by compasses from MF 1
and MF 3 intersect at the east end of High West Scar
400 yards out in the Solway from North Plain. The
Scar itself is evidence for the one-time existence of a
hummock of boulder clay, a drumlin, the characteristic
mixture of boulders and stones of all sizes remains
when all the finer particles have been washed away.
It is interesting to note that the long axis of this Scar,
and Herdhill Scar nearer to Bowness, is in the same
general NE.-SW. direction as the axes of uneroded
drumlins elsewhere in the area, and also the drumlin
on which Bowness stands.
Evidence of recent erosion may be seen at the bend
in the road opposite the entrance to North Plain. The
shelf on which the road runs drops away to the marsh
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and red boulder-clay is exposed at its foot. More
ancient erosion may be inferred hereabouts from the
direction and interruption of the parallel ridges of
raised beach. Formed during a period when sea level
was much higher than it is today, these parallel
ridges of raised beach occur roughly in line with the
present shore, but east and west of North Plain they
point to High West Scar. It seems, therefore, when a
little headland is drawn on the map and the missing
units added, that there is no longer any hope of
discovering remains of Towers 1a, 1b, MF 2 and
Tower 2a, because the ground on which they could
have been built has all gone.
Now, to return to Bowness; I have doubts about
the suggested end to the Wall; I do not think a length
of Wall down to the shore with a turret on the end
as at Wallsend is a fair assumption. The Wallsend
spur closes the system against the Tyne, the Bowness
spur would turn its back on the coast patrols. Again,
at Wallsend, the fort and curtain down to the Tyne
is built to the narrow gauge and therefore part of
the Wall's second phase, but at Bowness structural
evidence is lacking : we can only assume the stone
fort to be like forts elsewhere, added to the line after
work on the Wall had commenced. The evidence for
Wall remains on the shore is conveniently summarized
in RHW, and Handbook to the Roman Wall.
MacLauchlan's observations, quoted in the Handbook
(loth edition, p. 212) are credible; "the old inhabitants point out, at about two hundred and fifty yards
from the north-west angle of the station, a spot where
a quantity of stone was dug out of the beach many
years since, for building purposes, and the line of it
was followed for some distance under the sand, without arriving at the end of it. The direction of these
remains, as pointed out by the old people, would fall
in with a continuation of the north front for about one
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hundred yards, thence down a natural ridge, well
suited to a line of defence, and on the south of the
school-house, into the water." MacLauchlan did not
know that the north rampart of the fort had gone,
and thus his line down to the water is suspect. But I
imagine that for many years before the building of
the railway bridge across the Solway the shore-line
west of Bowness was close in by the modern road.
The embankment forming the south approach to the
bridge has caused the formation of about fifteen acres
of salt marsh which, must conceal the old shore from
Bowness to Herd Hill. On the whole the account does
seem to suggest stone on the shore in line with the
"north front", rather than stone out in the Solway.
It must be emphasized that the account mentions only
"a quantity of stone" and does not state whether it
was dressed or laid as masonry, or even whether it
appeared to be Roman. MacLauchlan's use of the
word "beach" may only be as an alternative for
"shore", namely the land exposed between the normal
limits of high and low tides, but he may have meant
the narrower shingle strip close inshore formed by
wave-action at high-tide level.
What seems important is the relationship between
the "spot" on the beach and the true line of the north
rampart of the fort. MacLauchlan alone seems to have
studied this aspect on the site. His published plan of
Bowness shows the school on the north side of the
road where it descends to the shore, and the line of
the "north front", most probably the edge of the cliff,
would pass on the south side of the school and require
an angle to bring it to the water. If we advance the
north front to its calculated position, ignoring the
school-house, then there seems to be no need for an
angle in the Wall to continue it along the shore in the
direction of Herd Hill. [There are two places called
Herd Hill west of Bowness ; in this paper I refer only
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to the Herd Hill by Bowness station, now disused,
map reference 212623. The other Herd Hill is near
MF 4, map reference 175601.]
RHW has two short accounts which I think should
be mentioned : First, page 212, Hodgson quoted,
"Mr Askew, a gentleman resident in the place, also told me
that foundations of a very strong wall, where the road descends
to the beach at the west end of the village, had gone far below
high-water mark into the Firth, as appeared by foundations,
though I was not fortunate enough to see any."

Second, page 214, Bainbrigg quoted,
"The foundations of the Picts-wall may be sene upon the
west skar at a lowe water, covered with sand, a mile and more
within the sea, wher the people gett fishe."

Third, page 214, Nicolson quoted,
(i) "The conclusion of the Picts-wall very discernible about a
quarter of a mile west of Bowness."
(ii) "The other day I rode out to the sea-shore and (what I
never saw before) met with the very terminus of the Picts-wall."

One wonders exactly what these worthies saw
Hodgson himself saw nothing, Bainbrigg saw something on the west skar, the good Bishop saw the
terminus of the Picts-wall. If we equate West Skar with
High West Skar off North Plain it is certainly a "mile
and more within the sea" from Bowness and the most
likely place for stone and cobble remains of Milefortlet 2. We have every right to be cautious in the
face of two unknowns, the extent of coastline changes
and the time they occurred, both before and since
the visits of these gentleman. Furthermore, the
medieval ditch and the silver penny of Edward I
(CW2 xxxi 142) remind one of the role of the Solway
during the Scottish wars, perhaps our worthies saw
breakwaters or quays built from Roman walling stones
for Edward's supply ships.
For the sake of argument let us accept that a stone
wall went down into the Solway from the north-west
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angle of the fort: it would not have been part of the
original plan. We could reasonably suggest three
phases at Bowness
Phase (1) The original plan.
(a) Turf Wall with turf milecastles and
stone turrets.
(b) MC 8o in turf on the headland.
(c) Coastal sites following in sequence
with turf milefortlets and stone
towers.
Phase (2) Modifications.
(a) Levelling of MC 80.
(b) Construction of Bowness fort with
a rampart of turf or clay.
I followed RHW 213 here, "An earlier fort, with
ramparts of turf or clay, must be postulated here as
elsewhere in the western sector . . .", but I am not
happy about this. I see no reason why Bowness Fort
should not have been added to the line of the Wall
in stone when the original plan was modified.
Phase (3) Return to the Wall, A.D. 158 or after.
(a) Dismantling of towers and MFs.
(b) Reduction in size of MF 5 Castlesteads.
(c) MCs and Turf Wall replaced in
stone.
(d) Stone fort built with stone curtain
down to the shore.
In this third phase emphasis seems to be on saving
manpower by abandoning most sites down the coast
and concentrating forces in the large forts (Bowness,
Beckfoot, Maryport, Moresby), it would be natural to
define the end of the Wall at Bowness fort, abandon
two turf curtains and run a stone wing wall down into
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the Firth. But where did the Wall end in phases 1
and 2 ? My thoughts keep turning to points already
mentioned which now seem to have increased in
significance ; first the deliberate orientation of Bowness
fort on to a new line which is clearly designed to take
advantage of the axis of the drumlin on which it stands
for a new leg of the system, second the good ground
afforded by this boulder-clay ridge and its west of
north aspect to the Solway, and, third, the "long mile",
from MC 8o to MF 1. The end of the ridge and this
last alignment is marked by Herd Hill, beyond is
MF i with the direction of its axes strongly suggesting
Herd Hill as a turning point. Measuring back the
normal interval of 1,62o ft. from MF i we can put
T 8ob on Herd Hill and divide the distance to MC 8o
into two lengths of 1,950 ft. and set T 8oa in line.
Looking back to the results of the scaling exercise on
the last two Wall-miles I find that this is just the sort
of adjustment that might have been made there at the
turning point at Fishers Cross if T 78b had been in
fact moved up from its proper position to give an
interval of 1,840 ft.
The conclusion to be drawn from all this seems
inevitable : the turf-wall ended at Turret ob (or 8ob)
in phase 1. In phase 3 it was replaced in stone, on the
same line, and very much later erosion tumbled its
remains to the shore-line where Bishop Nicolson and
others could well have viewed them "a quarter of a
mile west of Bowness" , and on the sea-shore. The
fact that the coast-patrolling sites west of Bowness were
reduced in phase 3 in no way helps the case for a length
of curtain into the water from the north-west corner
of the fort : it would have served no purpose, neither
containing nor deflecting threats from across the water
with so much of the coast wide open to raiding parties.
Moreover, it is almost inconceivable that Herd Hill,
the last piece of high ground affording a good view
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in all directions, an obvious position for the final turret,
should have been abandoned in favour of a site in the
Firth.
The fairly sharp descent to the shore along most of
this alignment at present is the result of attacks by
high tides in fairly modern times. Time has softened
the erosion face which could have been almost a
vertical cliff 20-30 ft. high as at Glasson Point today.
A similar steep cliff during the Roman period would
have invited fortification, and at the same time dispensed with the need for the Wall ditch. There is no
hope of finding evidence on the ground of either the
postulated turrets or the missing curtain to support
my arguments, but research into another problem at
Bowness could possibly provide vital facts which might
settle the argument one way or another. I refer, of
course, to the Valium. Its course near Bowness was
traced to a point close to Acremire Lane where the
beginning of a turn to the west was recorded. Fieldwork is urgently needed here to determine its further
course past Bowness and its true end. Elsewhere the
course of the Valium is characterized by long straight
lengths with small turning angles, compared with the
course of the adjacent Wall. This difference is well
displayed between Bowness and Drumburgh, and it
is tempting to extend the Valium from Acremire Lane
westward in one straight length to the shore just beyond
Turret Bob. Whoever undertakes this task should hope
to find a crossing south of Bowness where a road
might have gone through. I have spent many fruitless
hours searching for signs of a road between Bowness
and Kirkbride and southwards to Old Carlisle, and it
seems to me that the identification of a causeway across
the Vallurn is essential if only to prove that at least a
road could have set off in a southward direction from
Bowness.
Valium causeways were intended as controlled
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access points, and in relatively few places along the
line of the Wall do main roads from the south reach
the Wall. It does not follow that a causeway at
Bowness automatically proves a road from the south,
although on the face of it a road from Old Carlisle
by Kirkbride to Bowness seems to be a logical
necessity, but to date all the evidence points to a direct
Old Carlisle-Drumburgh link in spite of the discovery
of an extensive Roman military site at Kirkbride. It
may be simply that historical accident first and terrain
second decided the choice of route. We can set down
the physical features on each route :
First :
Old Carlisle to Bowness via Kirkbride.
z. Bog between Wigton and Oulton.
2. Good high ground, Oulton to Eskrigg.
3. Peat moss and alluvium, liable to flood by the
River Wampool to Kirkbride.
4. Wide tidal estuary at Kirkbride liable to flood.
5. Peat mosses on the line to Bowness.
6. Distance Toe miles.
Second:
Old Carlisle to Bowness via Drurnburgh.
z. The road has been traced for z mile on this
alignment and seen in a pit for a septic tank at
Dockraybank z2 miles further on.
2. A relatively easy crossing of the Wampool.
3. High ground through Aikton.
4. Easy ground on to Drumburgh.
5. Along the military way or south berm of the
Vallum to Bowness. •
6. Distance i i 2 miles.
The second route is the better and at the same time
offers a good line for a link with Burgh-by-Sands
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from a point near Little Bampton, if there were in
fact any real need for such a link. The fort at Drumburgh seems to have had a peculiar importance; it
stands on the summit of a prominent hill, rising more
than 5o ft. above sea level, and yet the Wall went

O
OLD CARLISLE

RLB

FIG. 4.—Old Carlisle to Drumburgh and the Wall.

over the top in phase I without any adjustment of
Wall-mile 76 in order to site either Milecastle 76 or
Turret 76a on the highest point to take advantage of
the splendid view in all directions.
My guess is that there was already something on
the summit, a fort with a grey clay rampart, later to
be replaced by a stone fort. The earlier fort is undated,
but I wonder if it has prompted the suggestion in
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RH W , page 213 : "An earlier fort, with ramparts
of turf and clay, must be postulated here (Bowness)
as elsewhere in the western sector . . .". It may not
be so. The Drumburgh report in CW2 lii 9-14, esp. 11,
says : "... if the planning of the stone fort at Drumburgh is to be reckoned abnormal, that of the earthwork fort is hardly less so . Neither gate is axial ... " .
The fort measured 316 ft. by 270 ft. over the ramparts;
we could make the east and west gates axial by
inferring a north rampart and ditch at a suitable
distance beyond the Wall, making it 316 ft. each way
over the ramparts, i.e. a square fort. Unfortunately
the Wall ditch occupies most of the ground here where
it has not been further altered by the medieval ditch
which misled MacLauchlan. It would be interesting
to look for traces of a rampart and ditch north of
the Wall, but for the present we must look towards
Kirkbride with which there is a direct road link.
Excavation at Kirkbride up to the time I moved to
Lincoln provided sufficient evidence to suggest a fort
of at least 3o acres with rampart of grey clay and
two small ditches. The bulk of the pottery gives a broad
dating, A.D. 80-120. The first pieces found in 1961 were
of a carinated bowl with a reeded rim like those made
at Brampton (CW2 lxv 133 f.) within the period A.D.
100-125. A few Hadrianic sherds appeared near the
east rampart, parts of dense black polished latticed
cooking-pots (Gillam's type 119, A.D. 125-160) and
rough-cast beakers (Gillam's type 74, A.D. 110-160).
Among muck and charcoal dumped in the inner east
ditch was a coin identified by Dr Kent as an AS of
Trajan dating around A.D. 100.
Kirkbride may prove to be the west end of the
Stanegate frontier, a port supplied by sea ; Drumburgh may be the next intermediate unit, and when
the decision was made to bring the garrisons in the
rear up to the line of the Wall, Stanegate Kirkbride
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became Bowness, and Stanegate Drumburgh became
Wall Drumburgh. Kirkbride may have continued as
an unloading port for seaborne supplies for a time,
although there is no reason why Bowness and Drumburgh could not have been served directly by boat.
The stone fort is clearly a later addition; the excavations in 1899 found that its west wall made a
right-angled T-junction with the stone wall, like a
milecastle, which puts the fort in the period after
A.D. 158, when the replacement of turf by stone took
place. The reasons for Drumburgh being where it is
may simply be that, during a period of manpower
economy, the line was strengthened by an additional
fort which not only had the advantage of good high
ground for watch and defence, but was at the terminus
of an existing road from Old Carlisle.
The link with Kirkbride is not only the gravel road
across the mosses but the nature of the rampart material
itself. It is obviously marsh turf, low in humus,
essentially a very fine sand with sufficient clay to bind
it. It remains to be seen how this material in the
ramparts of the forts at the two places differs from
that used in the turf-wall, particularly in the Drumburgh sector.

APPENDIX I.
The height of the coastal towers.
It is easy to criticize the archaeologist by accusing him of
building a too imagina tive house of straw on the slightest of
foundations, but the house serves a purpose in that it can be
buttressed or demolished by new facts. Applied logical speculation based on a small number of facts can be a most useful
exercise. For example, given the internal width of a coastal
tower, a platform of stone against one wall and the means of
ascent to the top as a stair, then the height to the observation
platform depends on the inclination of the stair if its top end
is placed against the opposite wall. Whatever the height so
determined we can add a few more feet to provide for a parapet
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to breast height, say four feet, and another two feet for merlons.
We cannot be certain about the topping of the towers, but the
complete absence of slate, tile, or stone slab on any tower
site so far examined points to an open observation platform.
The discovery of a merlon cap among the scanty remains of
Tower 16a supports the idea that the tops were open to the
weather. Further it is reasonable to base one's design for a tower
on the simplest internal arrangements and calculate the height
of a single floor.
The starting point for such an exercise must be the platforms
of stone and clay found in Towers 13b and i6b and seen in
turrets on the Wall. Their function was explained as a landing
when, in 1931, the excavation of Turret 18a revealed a stone
platform with five steps. (RHW 107 f. and fig. 14.) In short
the explanation was that it made it easier to draw up and
stow a shorter ladder, that is, one shorter by three feet because
of the height of the landing. I do not find this convincing.
The landing is clearly a well constructed feature capable of
supporting a solidly made stair, in fact a straightforward
architect's expedient for fitting enough treads and risers into
a small space in order to reach a desired height. We do not
know the height of the platforms in the towers because only
clay and stone foundations remain at floor level, 6 ft. by 4 ft.
in 13b and 5 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in. in i6b, where measurements were
taken from the inner edges of the footings. Since there were
insets of 3 to 4 inches at floor level and possibly others above
to reduce wall width to three feet, both platforms could have
been nearly the same size. The length of the platform allows
ample room for five steps up and a landing about 3 ft. by 4 ft.
Applying the rules for stair design, say five 7-in. risers and four
9-in. treads, gives an angle of 40° for the flight and a height
for the landing of 3 ft. above floor level. The position of the
platform in Tower 16b indicates that the stair could only have
been placed against the back wall, springing from the edge of
the landing and most likely, by being secured to its edge,
reducing it to 3 ft. by 3 ft. The upper end of the stair would
rest against the right wall or be fixed to the edge of the trap
in the observation platform.
I adopt here a simple consistent means of identifying
the walls of both towers and turrets. On the Wall the
north wall faces the enemy, on the coast the west wall
faces the enemy, hence front wall, back wall, left wall
and right wall, can be used disregarding the points of
the compass, the reader imagining himself as viewing
the structure from behind and facing the enemy to the
front.
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Several factors influence the angle of the stair, it must be
steep enough to clear the head of the tower doorway, and
not require too long a hole in the floor to accommodate a man
of average height as he ascends the last steps. If too flat or
too steep the stairs are awkward in use. There must also be
some compromise otherwise excessively long timber will be
needed leading to stability problems unless heavy in proportion
or suitably strutted.
The height at which a ladder will touch the opposite wall
can be expressed mathematically as Tan A= s where A is the
angle of inclination, H is the height of the wall, and B is the
horizontal distance from ladder foot to the opposite wall. With
a landing 4 ft. wide in a tower 13 ft. across, B is 9 ft. and is
3 ft. above tower floor. Values for A were taken from tables
of tangents; to the corresponding values for H, I added 3 ft.
to give wall height from floor to observation platform, and then
added 6 ft. for parapet, rounding the result off to the nearest
whole number.

Stair
angle
30°
40°
45°
47°
50°
55°
60°

Height to
first floor
8.2 ft.
10.5 ft.
12.0 ft.
12.6 ft.
13.7 ft.
15.8 ft.
18.5 ft.

Height of
tower

Length of stair
timber

14
17
18
19

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
20 ft.
22 ft.
25 ft.

io ft. 6 in.
12 ft.
12 ft. 6 in.

13 ft.
14 ft.
15 ft. 6 in.
i8 ft.

The next more difficult task was to decide on an appropriate
angle and justify the choice. Generally open stairs or stepladders, i.e. stairs with no risers, may be quite steep and still
comfortable to use at an angle of 6o or 65 degrees, so it seems
safe to assume the angle to have been steeper than that of
the five stone steps of the landing which I calculated as 40 0 .
The solid stone landing itself suggests design to support a timber
structure of some weight as would be a stair 18 ft. long with
two substantial spars and about thirty treads. The choice must
lie between practical alternatives, between 45° and 6o°. Another
valid approach to the problem is that of scale and proportion.
The towers were 19 to 20 ft. square, and if only 20 ft. high,
G
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FiG. 5.—Conjectural restoration of tower 16b.
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they would have appeared squat and ugly. Increasing the
height to between 25 and 28 ft. improves the proportions and
gives a more pleasing shape as well as helping to explain,
because of the increased weight of the walls, the need for the
unusually deep and wide foundations. It seems, therefore, that
a stair angle of 6o° is appropriate, and accordingly I made a
scale drawing of Tower 16b as I imagine it may have appeared.
We can be reasonably sure that the tower was topped with
merlons because of the identification of a merlon cap by the
late Professor Sir Ian Richmond on the site of Tower 16a (CW2
lvi 62 f., fig. z). Fortunately the ranging rod used as a scale
in the photograph, almost in the plane of the upturned stone,
enabled me to estimate its size with some accuracy; it measures
I ft. 3 in. by I ft. 8 in. and is bevelled on three sides. I think
it is half a merlon cap, and if about 2 in. is allowed for overhang a pair of stones would cap a merlon 2 ft. by i ft. 4 in.
I had no difficulty in fitting three merlons of 2 ft., four
embrasures of 2 ft. and two corner merlons of 2 ft. 6 in. into
19 ft., the width of a tower. Thickness of merlon at z ft. 4 in.
seems - adequate, and obviously the wall has been reduced in
width from three feet at door level to a probable width of two
feet to take the observation platform, and then to z ft. 4 in.
at merlon level. As a finishing touch I put in a string course
at platform level. The overall effect of the drawing is of a
simple purposeful and distinctly Roman-looking tower. I put
in no windows as no window-glass has yet been found, and,
as there is no evidence that the towers were closed with a door,
windows would not be needed for lighting. Thus I built my
house of straw; at least 25 ft. high, no door, no windows, no
roof, and laid down my pen.
That would have been the end of this appendix if I had not
turned to Parker Brewis' reconstruction of Turret 18a (RHW
107 and fig. 14) and begun to question the idea of a movable
ladder which could be drawn up through a trap-door. Parker
Brewis' paper appeared in AA4 ix 198-204. On page 202 he
says of the landings : "they are not part of the original structure
of the turrets, their walls are not coursed with or bonded into
the turret walls, and the original turret floors have been found
to run beneath them".
He inferred a change from an original fixed ladder to a short
movable ladder. However, in Tower 16b the landing is clearly
original for its clay base was found to rest on clean sand, and
I see no difficulty in accepting landings as original in turrets in
spite of floor and occupation earth beneath. I imagine the
working parties were busy for sometime on each turret, with
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the additional time-consuming task of building wing-walls to
east and west to take the approaching curtain. Who would
have denied the gangs the use of the turret as a refuge from
wind and weather with a camp-fire for cooking and warmth?
On the heels of the masons came the carpenters to fit floors,
doors and stairs and the independent coursing and lack of
bonding of the landings may mean no more than that a handyman among the carpenters built the landings from waste stone
on the site to complete the fitting-out task, and did not bother
to clean the floor first. I think a substantial timber stair sprang
from the landing against the back wall of the turret, at right
angles to its long axis, aiming for the edge of the Wall for
ready access to the parapet-walk. With Tower 16b fresh in my
mind I sketched this arrangement in section for a turret 12 ft.
front to back and 14 ft. floor to ceiling, the estimated height of
the parapet-walk. Meeting the front wall at this height the stair
lay at an angle of 5o°, but it put the stairhead only 2 ft. from
the parapet and dangerously obstructed passage through any
door giving on to the parapet-walk. Putting the stairs at an
angle of 6o° widened the walk width by 3 ft. 6 in. to 5 ft. 6 in.
and allowed ample room for a 3-ft. doorway. I was so struck
by the ease with which my tower design fitted a turret while
using the same stair angle that I had to consider very carefully
all the further implications, bearing in mind that I might appear
to be criticizing a design of turret generally accepted for more
than thirty years. I therefore marshalled my arguments under
two headings, first the case for a standard tower/turret, and
second, the case for a movable ladder.
Towers and Turrets.
The comparison of Tower 16b with Turret 18a is valid in
that both are part of phase I in the building of the Wall.
Turrets are recessed into the Stone-wall, and whether it be
Broad, Intermediate, or Narrow, my design needs no alteration.
The basic argument for a uniform turret height rests on their
use primarily as watch-towers; the low elevation of much of
the Cumberland coast is another good argument for height. If
I am right, in turrets, the landing must always be against
the back wall, in towers it can be anywhere except where it
would obstruct the entrance. (See R. G. Collingwood's account
in CW2 xxix 138 f. of Roman signal-towers).
The Movable Ladder.
The unusual solidity of the landings strikes me as the weak
link in the chain of argument for a movable ladder; five stone
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steps lead up to a landing 3 ft. wide on which a ladder rested,
which must necessarily have been set at a high angle. It also
must have projected through the trap-door for safe stepping
on and off and for easy handling from above by grasping the
projecting spars and rungs. It would have required a minimum
length of 13 ft., not too long to be easily hauled up in Brewis'
reconstruction. But why the solid masonry landing for a i3-ft.
ladder? Without the landing a i6-ft. ladder could still have been
hauled up, poking the upper end into the rafters where it would
have to have been stowed. A ladder seems quite out of place
in a well-designed structure. The turrets were fitted with outward
opening doors; I see no point in drawing up a movable ladder
if the "back door" can be bolted on the inside.
In fact for access to the parapet-walk it would be much
simpler to keep a ladder on the parapet and raise and lower
it as required outside the turret. (This seems to have been the
practice along the Turf-wall). If the turrets were normally
approached along the parapet-walk from the nearest milecastle,
the sentries' primary duty being to ascend to the watching
platform and keep the "back door" bolted, then we have to
explain the evident signs of habitation on the ground floor. If
the parties marched overland and only those actually detailed
to watch ascended to the top, then a movable ladder would be
a nuisance, it would be in continuous use, with resulting excessive
wear on the rungs.
For the present I say nothing about roofing or windows for
I am concerned with the case for a standard tower /turret in
the original basic design of the Wall. Glazing and roofing may
have come later in an effort to make some of a reduced number
of turrets more comfortable, but the evidence in the shape of
glass and tiles is scanty, and here I must quote CW2 xxxv 224:
"But the view that the Wall-turrets, where there are no gates,
also had flat roofs similarly crenellated, is strongly supported
by the fact that no roofing tile or slate occurred in the great
debris layer of the first period at 52a."
Having cast doubts on the provision of roofs I feel I ought
to comment on the evidence for windows; window glass found
near to a wall can only imply a glazed opening, possibly directly
above the find spot. But who can be certain about window glass?
Parts of the sides of common square glass bottles can be mistaken for window glass if no feature, such as a corner, base
moulding or handle attachment, identifies the fragment as
coming from such a bottle. Wall fragments are slightly rough
on one side and smooth on the other if mould-blown as is
window glass when cast in a shallow stone mould. Miss Dorothy
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Charlesworth says ("Roman Glass in Northern Britain", AA4
xxvii 52) : "The main types are the mould-blown, angular and
cylindrical bottles, which were mass produced in the 1st and
2nd centuries." Lack of certainty about glazing does not deny
the possible existence of window openings, and on this point
we have no evidence at all. Perhaps the towers had simple
slits with plain slab sills and lintels. So far as I know, no roundheaded lintels have been reported from turrets and towers like
those in the ruins of the gates at Housesteads and Birdoswald
(HB10 120 and 171). Pivot holes in turret door sills and doors
opening outwards argue against round-headed lintels because
a flat lintel is needed for the upper pivot hole, and this, of
necessity to the outside, means that the door would conceal the
curve of the door-head and make it pointless. There is something
special about the masonry of fort gates; the immense blocks
of carefully chiselled stone all fitting together as if made from
full-scale working drawings, and moreover the sort of drawings
which seem to call for special treatment of other features like
door-heads for the guardrooms, decorated door-heads too. If
these round-headed lintels were commonly used for tower doors
and windows I am sure more of them would have been found
in places other than fort gates. Two at the east gate of Birdoswald fort seem specially significant in that situation, one for
each guardroom door? Whether the guardrooms had doors
fitted in the original construction I am unable to say for certain,
but I think not. Anyway, my argument would require the doors
to open inwards.
Turrets were set into the Wall far enough to make the front
wall about four feet thick. The first floor at parapet level bridged
this recess and made the parapet-walk continuous at a convenient
width. Later when some turrets were not repaired the recess
was built up in masonry to carry the parapet-walk over
Worked timbers must have been produced in great quantities
for floors, stairs, and doors, and a high degree of standardization
must have been the order of the day, as it is in the building
trade nowadays. Stairs and doors would hardly have been
tailor-made on site for each tower and turret. With all these
considerations in mind when I came to make a trial scale
drawing of a turret I found it worked out to be 28 ft. high
without a roof, so I topped it with merlons and left it to look
like Tower 16b.
I think there is a strong case for a standard tower/turret
with the proportions width to height of two to three;1 for
1 It is interesting to note that the suggested height of the Wall, 15
Roman feet, compared with its width, io Roman feet, shows the same
proportions as Bede's measurements of 12 ft. and 8 ft. Obviously his foot
was a long one. Again 6o° is 3rds of a right-angle.
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FIG. 6.—Conjectural restoration of a Stone Wall turret.
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towers whose overall width seems to be 19 ft., height should
be 28 ft. 6 in., but in my drawing of Tower 16b it came to
25 ft. If I had started from a landing 3 ft. wide instead of
4 ft., the height would have, in fact, come out at nearly 27 ft.
Of course there are many minor structural variations which do
not alter the basic design, but they do, in their recurrence
in successive structures indicate the activities of different construction gangs.
The primary purpose of towers and turrets was to give
height for observation. They were not intended to be snug
habitable quarters for a few sentries, and for this reason I have
not shown a full floor at parapet-walk level in my drawing but
only sufficient timber-work to bridge the recess in the Wall and
carry the parapet-walk over. The same primary purpose must
be assigned to Turf-wall turrets also, and in spite of the accepted
figure of 12 ft. for the height of the Turf-wall, a turret height
of 28 ft. could be right, particularly if one believes that it was
the ultimate intention of the builders to replace turf with
stone. Indeed replacement came early in the eastern section but
not until after A.D. 158 in the western section. At first sight
there seems to be a case for a modified turret in the Turf-wall
section; the plan is nearly the same, there is a doorway, but
front and back walls are thickened by an external plinth and
the side walls are always thinner. There were no platforms (landings), most probably because the slope of the Turf-wall allowed
easy access to rampart-walk at any point, and a simple stair or
ladder laid against it close by the turret would be all that was
required. The thinner side-walls, averaging 2 ft. 6 in., and
overall lighter construction might lead one to think that the walls
were designed to support a timber superstructure matching the
timber-work of milecastle and parapet. But the few references
I can find to foundations, two layers of cobbles and clay, with
a footing course of sandstone in one instance, and stone and
clay one foot deep beneath a flagged footing in another, show
them to be comparable with those of Towers lob and 21b on
boulder clay on the coast and therefore capable of supporting
a comparable turret. One cannot take the argument much further
except to say that the accepted height of the Turf-wall, 12 ft.
to rampart-walk, need not require a less high turret than the
14 or 15 ft. of the Stone-wall: The difference in height to a
standard first-floor level for doorways on to the parapet-walk
in the turret sides could easily be made up by a ramp or three
steps. The side doors would be farther back from the front than
in Stone-wall turrets because of the slope of the front of the
Turf-wall and the need for room for a parapet and unobstructed
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passage on to the centre of the parapet-walk. This may be the
explanation of the fact that some Turf-wall turrets project
about 3 ft. beyond the later Stone-wall, the new parapet-walk,
the width of the Wall and the position of the existing doorways
determining the line of the Wall.
Howgill turret, 54b (CW2 xxxiv 131) projects 2 ft. 6 in.,
Dovecote turret, 55a, also. Cambeck turret, 56b, projects
2 ft. 9 in. Hare Hill turret, 53a (CW2 xxxiii 263) projects
3 ft. A flying visit to Leahill turret, 5rb, with Miss
K. S. Hodgson on 19 April 1968, showed it to project
r ft. io in. beyond the Wall, here 7 ft. 9 in. wide.
If my reasoning is soundly based the inferred rampart door
position and the height of its threshold must indicate a masonry
rather than a timber superstructure, in fact a standard stone
turret with side doors a little farther back from the front,
and the Wall subsequently built up to meet them to save the
labour of alteration. If the turret top had been of timber the
position of the doors could have been easily altered.
Perhaps we should now accept a new height for the Turf-wall
of 14 ft.; the estimated height of 12 ft. comes from consideration
of details of the Turf-wall milecastle at High House (CW xxxv
222). Although a very convincing drawing of a restored section
of the Turf-wall with the milecastle gate-tower is shown on page
223, the height is at best a guess based on the width of the
gateway. In making my drawing of a Turf-wall turret I had to
decide the position of the side door on the basis of these points :
r. The door cannot be nearer to the front of the turret than
the minimum width of the front wall.
2. It cannot be farther back than the rear edge of the Stonewall, assuming the door to be 3 ft. wide.
3. Allowance must be made for the front slope of the turf,
i.e. about 4 to r, say 3 ft. 9 in. for a height of 14 ft.,
and the width of timber for a parapet, say 9 in. by 9 in.
posts and boarding 3 in. thick.
There should be at least 6 in. clearance between parapet and
jamb.
These figures add up to 5 ft. 3 in. which places the door
2 ft. 3 in. farther back than the door in my drawing of a
Stone-wall turret. Replacing Turf with Stone of varying width
without altering the doorway makes it essential to set the
Wall back from the front of the turret for anything narrower
than 8 ft. Even at 8 ft. it would be hazardous to lurch out of
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the door on a windy night. It will be interesting one day to
relate the amount by which the Wall is set back at each turret
to its width at the turret when more have been examined.
In Wall-miles 49-54 width seems to have been 7 ft. 6 in., in
54 /80 8 ft. 6 in to 9 ft. (RHW 85). Where fact does not fit
theory, for example, Turret 52a Banks, which projects only
10 in., then the anomaly may be explained if the upper part
of the turret was ruinous and had to be repaired at the time
of replacement of Turf by Stone, indeed fallen walling can be
seen today to left and to right of this turret,2 and surely the
rebuilt doorways would have been put nearer the front in the
normal position. It could also be argued that setting the Wall
back increased the usual Turf-wall berm of 6 ft. to allow for
the greater load of the Stone Wall on a reduced bearing surface
which might affect the stability of the Wall ditch and lead to
collapse of the Wall. But the width of the berm varies, opposite
56b it was 17 ft. and still the turret projected 2 ft. 9 in. However, we have not quite finished with Banks turret, 5za. The
turret may have something else to tell us. The Red Rock Fault
theory is widely accepted as explaining the reason for the change
from Stone to Turf. HB ro p. 15 says : ". . limestone ceases
at the Red Rock Fault, east of Burtholme Beck. Lime for the
grouting of the Wall could therefore no longer be prepared at
hand, and a change in material was made at the Irthing itself."
Others follow, for example, P. H. Blair, "Roman Britain and
Early England", 1963, p. 72 : "The reason for this change of
materials lies in the differing geological conditions prevailing
on either side of the River Irthing. To the east there was an
abundance of lime . . . there was none readily available to the
west." The argument was first set out in a report of the work
of the Cumberland Excavation Committee for the year 1933,
CW2 xxxiv 134 f. At that time it was sound enough : Craggle
Hill turret, 53b, was of red sandstone, the Wall of yellow;
by the time the Wall reached Randylands milecastle, it too was
in red sandstone, but the red sandstone was of very poor quality,
hence it was not a problem of the quantity of stone available
so much as of quality. This reasoning puts emphasis on the
part played in Wall building by the almost indestructible mass
of the lime-grouted core. Perhaps it was logical enough; — only
poor stone at hand, therefore core must be strong, but sufficient
lime is hard to get, so, for the time being, build in Turf. I have
two thoughts on this matter. Clearly the Romans had no prob2
The fallen wall must have reached its present position after replacement
of Turf by Stone so it is no indication of any need for repair to the
turret at the time of replacement.
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lems in the mere matter of transporting both stone and lime
because the Turf-wall was ultimately replaced in stone, but
transport takes time and labour and the time factor may have
been the deciding one.
Mr C. E. Stevens says in The Building of Hadrian's Wall, 84,
"The Turf-wall was surely built quicker than the Stone . . .",
later, ''It seems, therefore, reasonable to suppose that the
planners envisaged work on the Turf sector moving about twice
as fast as on Stone, so that the whole Wall with the Cumberland
defences would be finished in A.D. I24".
In fact the work took longer, but the idea of speed is the
important one, turf was quick, and, compared with stonework,
was a job for the unskilled men. How quick we cannot say,
but Banks turret gives us a hint. I quote from CW2 xxxiv 151
of the east (right) Wall: ". . . the outer facing-stones were both
badly trimmed and irregularly bedded . . . it was plain that the
builders put less good work into the face to be covered by the
Turf-wall". I want to suggest that Turf and Turret were keeping
pace with each other, that a small number of masons and a
large number of unskilled men were working side by side. If
turf gained on stone the masons would have to catch up by
building more quickly and more roughly against laid turf.
I omitted from the quotation eleven equally significant words :
". . . much hard black clay was substituted for mortar in the
core . . .". On the whole the turret was well built, but was the
black clay Turf-wall core spilling on to the turret wall as the
masons worked? In normal walling two or three courses of
facing-stones are laid first and then the space between is packed
with stone waste. Care is needed in bedding the facing-stones
and there would be ample time for clay to fall in and contribute
to the make-up of core. Was the work also speeded by the
omission of refinements in the final stages? I mean the apparent
absence of door fittings and landings for stairs to the upper
parts in Turf-wall turrets.
I think there is a case for haste. The Wall, like Gaul, was in
three parts:
1. Stone, Tyne to Irthing, MC z to MC 49.
2. Turf, Irthing to Solway, MC 49 to MC 80.
3. Cumberland coast,
'MC 8o to MF 4o (if Collingwood
was right about the true end of the Wall, and indeed we have
got as far as MF 22). This threefold division, when set out on
a fairly small-scale map, seems to fit in with the idea that the
Romans were preoccupied with the possibility of some sort of
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reaction from across the Solway. Not only had the shore -to
be patrolled and watched, but three new forts were put into
the line (Beckfoot, Burrow Walls and Moresby), all backed
up by a road system and forts inland. Cavalry were based at
Stanwix, Old Carlisle and Burgh-by-Sands, and, of course, there
were the outpost forts at Bewcastle, Netherby and Birrens.
The change to turf at the Irthing is not related to the Red Rock
Fault but rather to a natural and imposing feature, the Irthing
Gorge, for the Fault, running north-south, passes between
Turret 53b and Milecastle 54, five Wall-miles west of the Irthing.
Birdoswald, the first fort after the change, was designed for
cavalry. It had a road and signalling link with Bewcastle.
Conversion to stone soon followed here and infantry replaced
cavalry almost as if stone had diminished some threat, but the
full conversion of the remainder as far as the end of the Wall
at Bowness came much later. So in the Plan there was provision
for patrols along the Solway shore, for a quickly and cheaply
built (in terms of deployable manpower) Turf-wall, and at the
same time the building of Stone-wall starting from the east.
The use of turf from Irthing to Solway can only signify that,
having taken the decision to build the Wall, the Romans found
they needed an effective barrier in the west immediately, and
that a turf curtain was the answer.

APPENDIX II.
Tower foundation details.
It is clear that Wall turrets, while conforming to a generally
uniform design, were, nevertheless, built by different gangs
with different ideas about foundations, footings, door positions
and perhaps other features which have not survived the
centuries. For the coastal towers the available evidence, scanty
as it is, indicates a comparable variation in constructional
details. While it is possible to set down these details and discuss
their variation, the problem of assigning any tower to a particular
legion is insurmountable at present because of the complete
absence along the coast of any "signed stones". Between
Bowness and Burrow Walls the positions of seventeen towers are
known; three towers have been lost; four are as yet unexamined
and eleven have been described by various writers. The full
list is as follows :
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2b Campfield
3a Pasture House West
3b Herd Hill North
4a Pow Drain
4b Cardurnock f
iza Blitterlees
I zb Golf Course
13a Wolsty North
1313 Wolsty South
15a Bank Mill
16a Cote How
i6b Mawbray Sandpit
zob Swarthy Hill
zia Saltpans
21b Brownrigg
zza Cemetery
25b Risehow

Unexamined
i Robinson 188o

I

Unexamined

Robinson i88o
Richmond Destroyed
Destroyed
Not proved
Robinson 188o

For the details of the four towers examined by Robinson
in 188o we rely on his careful accounts in CWz v, interpreted
in the light of our present knowledge. He was not consistent
in his use of the words "wall" and "foundations" in describing
his finds, but the context prevents confusion, for example,
Risehow tower, p. 124 loc. cit., "I dug out the wall all round
and find the foundations are three feet thick . . . of fine blocks
of grey freestone, and well set." Again, 125, "The second course
is still there on two sides . . . other clay has been brought, in
which the cobbles for the foundations have been set." Note
the evident use of local Coal Measures Sandstone, the geology
changes between Maryport and Risehow.
Robinson has described normal clay and cobble foundations,
and what I call two footing courses three feet wide, but mentions no insets. Internal dimensions of 13 ft. 7 in. each way
argue against further insets above the footings which would
further reduce wall width. He gives no width or depth of
foundations, but this is a clay site comparable with zob or zib
where they were zz to 15 in. deep and up to 4 ft. wide. Although
he says the tower floor was "cobbles covered with clay" he
may have mistaken the top of rather wide foundations on
either side of the footings for floor because he says, ibid.,
". . . the whole of the interior was not dug out, only a trench
cut round three sides and across the middle". He may well have
seen part of a platform base. The foundations were probably
wide with a three-foot wall set directly on them without insets
as in izb.
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The Pasture House towers will have to be taken together;
3a was not properly examined but was interpreted in the light
of what Robinson found at 3b, ibid., 128 f.; foundations were
cobbles set in cement [sic] with overall dimensions of 19 ft.
and internal dimensions of 13 ft. From this I infer wall width
and foundation width to be the same, i.e. the 3 ft. Robinson
gives. His description is very difficult to sort out, but I think
3b is comparable with 12a, except for the floor of thin freestone
flagging extending over the whole of the interior upon which
Robinson found much pottery.
Not much of Wolsty tower remained when Robinson's attention was drawn to it, ibid., 258, all freestone courses had been
removed and front and left foundations had been damaged
by wind erosion and had fallen away. (Cf. the damage to 12a.)
Foundations were 3 ft. 3 in. deep and 4 ft. wide with overall
dimensions of 20 ft. 6 in. and internal dimensions of 12 ft. 6 in.
There was no laid floor but a platform base (Robinson called
it "a rough pavement 6 ft. by 4") against the back wall was
noted as well as the builder's level identified by "rubble freestone and a streak of clay". The remains suggest comparison
with 15a or 16b, but the platform is different. Robinson places
it against the middle of the back wall without saying whether
he meant the surviving wall of 15 ft. or the traced wall of 20 ft.
6 in. If he meant the former then the tower entrance was to
left on the back wall. I reason thus: From internal evidence
Robinson took his measurement of the back wall from the
right-hand outside corner of the foundations along the wall to
the point where it had been robbed away; allow 4 ft. for the
width of the right wall, then 6 ft. for the length of the platform,
which leaves 5 ft. for the rest of the wall, so, near enough, the
platform is against the middle of the surviving part of the
back wall, and there is no room for a doorway to the right
of the platform. It must be to the left. Strangely enough it is
the tower with the least structure of the four he examined
which gives the clearest indication of door position. Going back
to 3b for a moment, Robinson says, ibid., 129, "In the south
wall four courses remain in one place, three in three other
places, two in others, and the last yard has been stripped so as
to leave one course only." Following my wall reference scheme
the south wall is the back wall where one would expect to find
the tower door. If we knew the order of Robinson's description
we would have a clue to door position because door sills begin
at the second footing course and one or two courses above
would surely have shown a clear interruption for the doorway
as we found in 15a. He says, "The whole of the west (left) wall
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has been removed, and the destruction . . . has extended to
portions of the north (front) and south (back) walls." Again,
above, 128, "The east (right) wall is perfect." From this I
think the description of the courses runs from right to left
and therefore the door must have been to the left, unfortunately, just where the courses reduce to two and then one. If
to the right, where four and three courses remained, I am
confident Robinson would have recorded a doorway if there
had been one there.
Taking the remaining towers in order we can set down more
precise information about constructional details. This is no
criticism of Robinson's work, after all he was occupied with
the problem of making sense out of the scanty remains of
previously unknown structures. I wonder what we would have
made of Tower 12a or 12b if we had not served an apprenticeship on other tower sites.
12a Blitterlees. Anciently damaged and reduced to 19 ft.
by 14 ft. 6 in. Foundations 3 ft. 4 in. to 3 ft. 6 in. wide,
two footing courses same width and one inset inferred
giving a wall 3 ft. thick. Door probably to right, floor
of sand, average masonry (from about a dozen dressed
stones found on the site).
12b Golf Course. Internally between walls II ft. 4 in. by
about 9 ft. which suggests wind damage and repair as
in 12a. Because of the later tower stump above, the
walls were not sectioned. The right wall stood four
courses high without insets, foundations projected about
z ft. beyond the wall inside the tower and must be
presumed to be nearly 5 ft. wide. Door to right i ft.
from right wall, floor of sand, thin masonry.
13a Wolsty North. Foundations only, internally 13 ft. 5 in.
by 12 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. wide. Platform inferred against
the left wall, hence door to right.
15a Bank Mill. Foundations 4 ft. wide, internally 13 ft. by
13 ft., overall 20 ft. by 20 ft. Two insets reducing wall
to 3 ft. above two footing courses. Door to right i ft.
from right wall. Floor of sand, thin masonry.
16a Cote How. Part foundations only, 3 ft. io in. wide,
3 ft. 6 in. deep, average masonry (fourteen examples
collected on the site) .
i6b Sandpit. Foundations 4 ft. wide, 3 ft. 6 in. deep,
internally 12 ft. 6 in. by 12 ft. 6 in. Two footing
courses 4 ft. wide, one inset reducing wall to 3 ft.
Platform against left wall, door to right on back wall.
Gravel floor about 12 in. thick, average masonry.
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zob Swarthy Hill. Part foundations only, 4 ft. 9 in. to 5 ft.
wide, i ft. deep (the first clay subsoil site), 21 ft. by
22 ft. overall. One footing course survives full width
of foundations of large seaworn red sandstone slabs.
zrb Brownrigg. Front and right foundations plough damaged, 4 ft. 6 in. to 4 ft. 9 in. wide, r ft. 3 in. deep,
overall zo ft. 6 in. by zr ft. First footing course full
width, second 4 ft. wide, one further inset inferred
reducing wall width to 3 ft. Masonry best described as
"prismatic", a nearly square face with the longer axis
of the stones into the width of the wall.
These constructional details may be summarized under their
respective headings.
Foundations. Except for 3a, where cobbles were set in
cement, the use of clay was universal, taking the place of mortar
as a bedding medium. The "eight courses of cobbles in clay"
mentioned in several places is misleading; four courses of cobbles
are normal and their typical arrangement can be seen in the
photograph of the remains of Cote How, 16a, facing p. 64 in
CW2 lvi. In 16b the cobbles were flatter and set like herringbone work. Four bedding courses of clay make up the eight
alternating layers. Quite small cobbles were used in rza and
it was not certain, because of the limited exposure in our
trenches, whether they were in regular courses or not. The
top of the foundations was a level clay surface; in other towers
flat shore-stones had been set into the clay. The great size of
the foundations had clearly been designed to bear the great
weight of a stone tower founded in loose sand; for clay sites
the depth had been reduced to a third. Average depth was about
3 ft. 6 in. with small variations; width varied much more,
between 3 ft. and 5 ft.
Footings. Occupation levels in the towers show that the floors
were designed to be at the top of the second footing course,
the door sill in rya confirms this. As walling above floor level
seems to have been uniformly 3 ft. wide, insets were necessary
to reduce foundation width to wall width. Four arrangements
may be seen.
r. Both footing courses full width of the foundations, presumably one inset above reducing width to 3 ft. rza, 13a,
r6b, zob.
2. First footing course full width, second inset z to 3 in.,
and presumably another inset at the wall height. zib.
3. Both footing courses inset, another above to normal wall
width. i5a.
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4. Both footing courses fully inset to normal wall width.
3b, 12b, 25b, i3b?
Masonry. The average shape of a selection of dressed stones
may reflect the nature of the stone itself rather than the preferences of any particular working party. On a number of sites the
rather brownish-coloured sandstone appears "loaf" like and
gives the impression that the masons did their best with a
naturally unhelpful material. I have called this "average
masonry". Thinner stones from 12b and 15a of the same colour
may have come from a source with a clearer bedding plane,
while the redder stone in zib may be a freestone from the sea
cliffs at Maryport. I can see no correlation between masonry
types and footing arrangements, the thin masonry of rya goes
with type three, that of zzb with type four.
Platform positions. Two are certain, in i6b against the
left wall, in 13b against the back wall. In 13a it is probably
against the left wall also, and against the back wall in 15a.
Door positions. Two have been seen, 12b and 15a, in both
cases to right on the back wall but set about a foot from the
right wall. Door to right can be inferred at zza, 1613 and 13a,
door to left at 3b and rib.
Tower floors. In most towers the inside was filled with clean
sand over the builders' level up to the top of the second footing
course, and occupation debris had subsequently blackened and
indurated its surface. Robinson records a floor of thin freestones
in 3b, some gravel in 25b; we found a thick gravel floor in i6b.
In the present state of our knowledge of tower and turret
detail we cannot take the discussion much further; perhaps we
can tentatively say that there is some evidence for work by
gangs from two legions because we have examples of doors to
left and doors to right. Mr W. Dodds' drawings of turrets,
fig. 13 in RHW, show types assignable to three legions. Even
so we can only say that, because of door to left, 3b and 13b
may be assignable to leg. VI Vic., and that the other towers
with doors to right must be shared between leg. II `Aug. and
leg. XX V.V. Milefortlets would help if we knew more about
them; they had either long or short axes, an example of each
is certain on the coast, MF i Biglands is "long", MF 5 Castlesteads is "short". Following my reference system the diagnostic
axis is the one at right-angles to the line of the Wall or the
coast units, hence a long axis milefortlet is longer front to back
than left to right, and a short axis one is longer left to right
than front to back. Five other milefortlets have been identified;
as yet not one of them can be put into either category so the
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idea that a gang responsible for structures built a milefortlet
and a tower on each side of it cannot be put to the test yet.
I mean that the "b" tower of the triplet should pair with the
succeeding "a" tower, and in the first of such pairs, 12b and
13a, apart from the fact that 13a survives only as foundations
and door position is inferred, we do seem to have a pair. Alas,
MF 13, long or short as it may have been cannot be found.
The triplet — 22 - offers some hope for the future when
the shape of the milefortlet shall have been worked out by a
projected excavation, but only if the Maryport Golf Club
Committee allows us to have a look at Tower 22a for comparison
with zzb, and excavation plans bear fruit.
Having reached the end of what I had determined to set down
I find that I have in effect mapped out a long-term plan for
future researches on the Cumberland coast. Of course this
work cannot be carried on in vacuo; it must be related to continuing research on the Wall, and, in conclusion, I feel I must
quote from RHW, to which, and to whose author, I owe
much, p. 109 f.:
The main need at present is for full tabulation and analysis of the
evidence already secured by excavation, and the publication of plans and
pottery; when this has been done, selective excavation to obtain details
of more doorway positions and types should make it possible . . . to offer
a reasoned estimate of the initial allocation of turrets to the legions'
construction teams . . .

While this puts the position on the Wall in a nutshell it
applies equally well to the Cumberland coast.

The cost of printing this paper has been met out of part of
a generous gift made to the Society by Mr R. Cunliffe Shaw,
M.Sc., F.R.C.S., F.S.A.
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